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UO needs to take action
on is more
a certificate to restore students’ trust

nter at Columbia University’s Teachers
llege on outcomes-based funding indie that caution is needed.
Unintended consequences, according
the study, include “weakened academic
ndards, lack of cooperation between
te institutions that now viewed each
her as competitors, unexpected costs of
mpliance, and lowered staff and facy morale.”
A four-year university in the study
sed its admissions criteria so that the
iversity would have fewer high-risk
dents. While the community colleges
veyed had not followed suit, “faculty
d staff expressed concern that their
titutions feel similarly pressured to
ve away from an open-access model.”
e pressures they feel should serve as
r warning.
We must look ahead to the pitfalls. To
use students entry because they fit a
ofile that indicates they may not comte their courses of study would be a
grant assault on the mission of Lane.
d it could potentially cripple such stunts in their attempts to ever get ahead.
Factor in the cost of compliance, and
s funding model looks even worse.
lleges would need to change their
ocesses in order to comply. It seems
lhardy to me to subject colleges that
e already struggling financially to
opt labor-intensive and expensive produres for something that has proven
be faulty.
Let the other states do the work of
rfecting their systems. If they succeed
d the funding basis starts showing rets, then Oregon can join the party
h confidence. In the meantime, Oren colleges can put taxpayer dollars to
ter use by improving existing student
pport systems that they know work.
The state’s 26 percent per student inase in funding Nesbitt mentions does
t indicate the financial windfall he
picts. Rather, it reflects the steep dene in enrollment over recent years —
wer students equal higher per-student
nding. The recent, and inadequate, inase in state support to $535 million
m $500 million for Oregon commuy colleges does not drive the equation.
The biggest failure I see in this whole
ture is not students who don’t comte courses. The failure lies in Oregon’s
ure if this funding basis, promoted by
Oregon Higher Education CoordinatCommission, is adopted prematurely,
perhaps at all. It is fraught with probms, poses a serious threat to the fues of disadvantaged students and fails
recognize the multi-faceted nature of
dent success.

Penny Scott is editor-in-chief of The
rch, Lane Community College’s stunt newspaper.

By Jennifer Freyd
For The Register-Guard

T

rust is the foundation of all human relations. Without it, nations
would meet only at heavily fortified borders, our economy could not
use credit or even money, and families
would fall apart.
When trust is broken, systems collapse. This is happening now at universities nationwide as students lose faith
that they will be protected from sexual
assault. And it is happening when students who are raped or otherwise assaulted are afraid to seek counseling
from their universities.
On Dec. 8, 2014, the University of
Oregon’s Office of the General Counsel
requested that the University Counseling and Testing Center transfer to its
office a student client’s complete therapy records. The director of the UCTC
complied — but without telling the student or her therapist.
A month later the student client, known as Jane Doe, filed a lawsuit complaining that the records were
transferred without her permission
and against her wishes, among other
charges. The treating therapist subsequently co-authored a letter confirming
that “the client’s clinical records were
accessed without the client’s permission
or consent and without proper authorization prior to any litigation occurring.”
Since then the transfer of the records has become national news, and
professional alarm has grown nationwide. University students and staff are
confused about what happened and
anxious about whether it might happen again. Many students have told me
they are no longer willing to seek help
from the UCTC. Many faculty have told
me they are no longer willing to refer
students to the UCTC.
This is a crisis for the UO in part
because there are not sufficient alternative mental health resources for our
students. A number of faculty members
have repeatedly asked that the administration address this crisis; those requests have largely gone unanswered.
Most recently the University Senate
unanimously passed a resolution titled
“Return Therapy Records and Clarify
and Strengthen Privacy and Confidentiality Guarantees for Clients of all Mental Health Clinics at the University.”
Last week the controversy grew as
U.S. Rep. Susan Bonamici and U.S. Sen.
Ron Wyden wrote to Education Secretary Arne Duncan requesting clarification of relevant laws, particularly the
Family Educational Rights and Privacy
Act. Wyden noted that on-campus mental health services play a “critical role”
for students, particularly victims of sexual assault.
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The lawmakers’ focus on FERPA resonates with the focus of the national
press on the UO case. Clearly FERPA
needs to be fixed and university counseling centers need to be under privacy restrictions like those guaranteed
by law to medical patients.
But what happened at the UO is
not the fault of loopholes in FERPA.
For one thing, other laws are likely to
apply — including state licensing laws
that make preserving confidentiality an
obligation for mental health workers. A
striking thing in this case is that the
UCTC privacy policy already promises
confidentiality.
The policy begins: “The UCTC provides confidential psychological services
to students, consistent with the parameters of state and federal laws. No information about your therapeutic work, or
the fact that you have sought services,
is released to anyone without your written permission (except as noted below
under exceptions). This includes your
parents, roommate, spouse/partner, and
university personnel.”
None of the exceptions matches the
events that occurred on this campus
in December. It’s no mystery why UO
students and professionals around the
country are alarmed. Trust has been
fundamentally shattered.
Most people understand the need for
the highest level of privacy and trust
in mental health treatment, particularly
for survivors of sexual violence. However, some lawyers understand these issues when it comes to client-attorney
privilege but not when students are involved. And some administrators seem
to have a blind spot as well.
A university has a fundamental commitment to its students’ welfare. Students are not our enemies — not even
when they sue the university. We are
trusted with their education and care,
and they are entitled to trust us.
What happened with the therapy
records at the UO and what needs to
happen next is an uncomplicated matter of about right and wrong. Excuses
and platitudes will simply erode trust
further. UO administrators must take
prompt corrective and restorative actions. They must return the records that
some employees obtained without the
student’s permission, they must admit
those employees made a mistake, and
they must show through action, including new policies, that they will not allow it to happen again.
It is time for this university’s administrators to stop ignoring the piercing alarms all around them and do the
right thing.
Jennifer Freyd is a professor of psychology at the University of Oregon.
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